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From Andrej

I noticed a trivial error in section 4.2.1. of the ENDF manual. The 
last parameter in the CONT record should be “NM”

This is analogous to the CONT record in Section 4.2.4. Since this is 
a trivial type, I suppose it is enough to report to CSEWG but does 
not require formal approval.

Cheers, Andrej
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This is NM 
as specified 
in current 
manual

4.2. FORMATS

defining elements of the transformation matrices can be found in papers by Zweifel and
Hurwitz1 and Amster2 .

4.2 Formats

File 4 is divided into sections, each containing data for a particular reaction type (MT
number) and ordered by increasing MT number. Each section always starts with a HEAD
record and ends with a SEND record. The following quantities are defined.

LTT Flag to specify the representation used and it may have the following values:
LTT=0, all angular distributions are isotropic
LTT=l, the data are given as Legendre expansion coe�cients, al(E)
LTT=2, the data are given as tabulated probability distributions, f(µ,E)
LTT=3, low energy region is represented by as Legendre coe�cients; higher
region is represented by tabulated data.

LI Flag to specify whether all the angular distributions are isotropic
LI=0, not all isotropic
LI=1, all isotropic

LCT Flag to specify the frame of reference used
LCT=l, the data are given in the LAB system
LCT=2, the data are given in the CM system

NE Number of incident energy points at which angular distributions are given
(See Appendix G for the limit on NE).

NL Highest order Legendre polynomial that is given at each energy (NL  NM)

NM Maximum order Legendre polynomial that is required to describe the angu-
lar distributions in either the center-of-mass or the laboratory system. NM
should be an even number. See Appendix G for the limit on NM.

NP Number of angular points (cosines) used to give the tabulated probability
distributions for each energy (See Appendix G for the limit on NP).

Other commonly used variables are given in the Glossary (Appendix A).

The structure of a section depends on the values of LTT (i.e. the representation used:
al(E) Legendre polynomial expansion or f(µ,E) tabulated normalised probability distribu-
tion) but it always starts with a HEAD record of the form

[MAT, 4, MT/ ZA, AWR, 0, LTT, 0, 0]HEAD

1P.F. Zweifel and H. Hurwitz, Jr., J. Appl. Phys. 25,1241 (1954).
2H. Amster, J. Appl. Phys. 29, 623 (1958).
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MF=6, LANG=0, LAW=2
MF=14 LI=0, LTT=2
MF=26, LAW=2

Each has a max
Legendre order in the 
format specifications



Before4.2. FORMATS

4.2.1 Legendre Polynomial Coe�cients (LTT=1, LI=0)

When LTT=1 (angular distributions given in terms of Legendre polynomial coe�cients),
the structure of the section is:

[MAT, 4, MT/ ZA, AWR, 0, LTT, 0, 0]HEAD (LTT=1)
[MAT, 4, MT/ 0.0, AWR, LI, LCT, 0, 0]CONT (LI=0)
[MAT, 4, MT/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, NR, NE/ Eint]TAB2
[MAT, 4, MT/ T, E1, LT, 0, NL, 0/ al(E1)]LIST
[MAT, 4, MT/ T, E2, LT, 0, NL, 0/ al(E2)]LIST

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

[MAT, 4, MT/ T,ENE, LT, 0, NL, 0/ al(ENE)]LIST
[MAT, 4, 0/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, 0, 0]SEND

Note that T and LT refer to temperature (in K) and a test for temperature dependence,
respectively. These values are normally zero, however.

4.2.2 Tabulated Probability Distributions (LTT=2, LI=0)

If the angular distributions are given as tabulated probability distributions, LTT=2, the
structure of a section is:

[MAT, 4, MT/ ZA, AWR, 0, LTT, 0, 0]HEAD (LTT=2)
[MAT, 4, MT/ 0.0, AWR, LI, LCT, 0, 0]CONT (LI=0)
[MAT, 4, MT/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, NR, NE/ Eint] TAB2
[MAT, 4, MT/ T, E1, LT, 0, NR, NP/ µint/f(µ, E1)]TABl
[MAT, 4, MT/ T, E2, LT, 0, NR, NP/ µint/f(µ, E2)]TABl

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

[MAT, 4, MT/ T, ENE, LT, 0, NR, NP/ µint/f(µ, ENE)]TAB1
[MAT, 4, 0/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, 0, 0]SEND

Parameters T and LT are normally zero.

4.2.3 Purely Isotropic Angular Distributions (LTT=0, LI=1)

When all angular distributions for a given MT are assumed to be isotropic then the section
structure is:

[MAT, 4, MT/ ZA, AWR, 0, LTT, 0, 0]HEAD (LTT=0)
[MAT, 4, MT/ 0.0, AWR, LI, LCT, 0, 0]CONT (LI=1)
[MAT, 4, 0/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, 0, 0]SEND

4.2.4 Angular Distribution Over Two Energy Ranges (LTT=3,
LI=0)

If LTT=3, angular distributions are given as Legendre coe�cients over the lower energy
range and as Probability Distributions over the higher energy range. The structure of a
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energies



After
4.3. PROCEDURES

subsection is:
[MAT, 4, MT/ ZA, AWR, 0, LTT, 0, 0]HEAD (LTT=3)
[MAT, 4, MT/ 0.0, AWR, LI, LCT, 0, NM]CONT (LI=0)

(Legendre coefficients)
[MAT, 4, MT/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, NR, NE1/ Eint]TAB2
[MAT, 4, MT/ T, E1, LT, 0, NL, 0/ al(E1)]LIST

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

[MAT, 4, MT/ T,ENE1, LT, 0, NL, 0/ al(ENE1)]LIST
(Tabulated data)

[MAT, 4, MT/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, NR, NE2/ Eint]TAB2
[MAT, 4, MT/ T,ENE1, LT, 0, NR, NP/ µint / f(µ,ENE1) ]TABl

----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------

[MAT, 4, MT/ T,ENET, LT, 0, NR, NP/ µint / f(µ,ENET ) ]TABl
(NET = NE1+NE2-1)

[MAT, 4, 0/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, 0, 0]SEND

Note that there is a double energy point at the boundary ENE1, which appears as the
last point in the Legendre expansion tables and the first point in the tabulated distribution
tables.

4.3 Procedures

The angular distributions for two-body reactions should be given in the CM system
(LCT=2). It is recommended that other reactions (such as continuum inelastic, fission,
etc.) should be given in the LAB system. All angular distribution data should be given
at the minimum number of incident energy points that will accurately describe the energy
variation of the distributions. Legendre coe�cients are preferred unless they cannot give an
adequate representation of the data.

When the data are represented as Legendre polynomial coe�cients, certain procedures
should be followed. Enough Legendre coe�cients should be used to accurately represent
the recommended angular distribution at a particular energy point, and to ensure that the
interpolated distribution is everywhere positive. The number of coe�cients (NL) may vary
from energy point to energy point; in general, NL will increase with increasing incident
energy. A linear-linear interpolation scheme (INT=2) must be used to obtain coe�cients at
intermediate energies. This is required to ensure that the interpolated distribution is positive
over the cosine interval from -1.0 to +1.0; it is also required because some coe�cients may
be negative. In no case should NL exceed the limit NM, defined in Appendix G. If more
coe�cients appear to be required to obtain a non-negative distribution, either a constrained
Legendre polynomial fit to the data should be given, or the evaluator should switch to
tabular distributions at some energy (LTT=2 or LTT=3 representation). NL=1 is allowed
at low energies to specify an isotropic angular distribution.

When angular distributions are represented as tabular data, certain procedures should
be followed. Su�cient angular points (cosine values) should be given to accurately represent
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